
 

 

Houston Apollos Players Selected for 18U NAHL Prospects Team 
 

 This week, Houston Apollos players were selected for a 18U NAHL Prospects 
team with the New Mexico Ice Wolves. Houston Wild/Apollos Coaches Anderson and 
Martinez work with scouts, teams and colleges each season to get the players exposure 
to their next level of competition after their 18U season is done. Last season, several 
Wild 18UAA players were able to fill rosters in competitive programs such as Oklahoma 
University ACHA D1, Dallas Baptist University ACHA DII, Northeastern University 
ACHA DII, Embry-Riddle ACHA DII and the NA3HL Texas Roadrunners. The Ice 
Wolves are a relatively new program for the NA3HL and NAHL. This team is comprised 
of 18U players and will participate in 3 tournaments as an 18U prospects team against 
other NAHL programs in Dallas, Minnesota and Detroit. NAHL, NA3HL, USHL and 
USPHL scouts, along with numerous local NCAA DIII and ACHA DI, II, and III coaches 
and scouts will be in attendance to search for potential players.  
 Coach Anderson said, “We are constantly talking to programs that our players 
may be interested in going to after they leave us. When the New Mexico Coach called 
and asked if we have potential players to fill their roster, we were happy to see which of 
our players could fill that role. The talent on our Apollos 18U/18Varsity team is deep, so 
we had a hard time deciding which of our roster would fit best. New Mexico only had 5 
positions available for us and no goalie spots; the hardest part for our Staff was 
deciding which of our boys to send.”   
 Ultimately, the Apollos submitted forwards Cannon Sinclair (Fair Creek), Damien 
Straube (Pearland/Friendswood), Kacper Drabczynski (Seven Lakes), Ryan Burgess-
Jimenez (Memorial West), and defenseman Charlie McLellan (The Woodlands).  The 
Ice Wolves took all five players and they will be joining that team for their first 
tournament in November, just ahead of the first Apollos tournament. Coach Anderson 
said of the opportunity, “Thanks to the commitment to the 18U players by the Houston 
Wild organization and the ISHL collaboration, these young men are able to compete at 
a level that will challenge their talent. This extra opportunity gives these players the 
exposure that we miss out on by not having a full AA schedule. Usually during the AA 
season we have coaches and scouts come to games and tournaments to see the boys 
in action first hand rather than video, so without that AA schedule the boys miss out on 
that. This gives at least some of our players an outstanding platform to be seen, 
evaluated and receive feedback from NAHL/NA3HL, college and other Junior programs 
such as USHL/USPHL and more. Without the commitment from the Wild and ISHL, we 
wouldn’t have this opportunity. I think it’s just great and wish we could send all 20 of our 
roster to this!” 
 Stay tuned to the Houston Wild and ISHL websites for further announcements 
regarding the Houston Apollos 18U/18Varsity team.  


